Tryouts will be held in the Large Gym of the Physical Education building.

Attire:

**Girls:** Black Shorts, Black Sport Bra and/or Black Form Fitting T-Shirt, and cheer/ jazz shoes.

Hair should be down and either straight or curled. Make up should enhanced natural look which includes eyeliner, eye shadow, fake eye lashes, blush/bronzer, and lip stick. No Jewelry or visible tattoos.

**Guys:** Black T-shirt, Black Gym shorts, and Tennis Shoes.

Guys should be well groomed and have a shaved face. No Jewelry or visible tattoos.

**AUDITION AND TRYOUT SCHEDULE:**

**SATURDAY, APRIL 13, 2019**

**Dance Auditions:**

830 AM- REGISTRATION

9 AM- WARM-UP

930 AM- JUDGE TECHNIQUE

1015 AM- LEARN ACROSS THE FLOOR ROUTINES

11 AM- LEARN JAZZ ROUTINE

12 PM- PERFORM MATERIAL AND FIRST CUTS MADE

**Cheer Tryouts:**

1230 PM- REGISTRATION

1 PM- WARM UP

130 PM- SKILLS CHECK OFF

215 PM- LEARN BAND DANCE

3 PM- STUNTING

4 PM- PERFORM MATERIAL AND FIRST CUTS MADE
SUNDAY, APRIL 14, 2019

Both Cheer and Dance:

830 AM- WARM UP
9 AM- FITNESS TESTING
10 AM- LEARN CHANT
1030 AM- LEARN BAND DANCE
1115 AM- STUNTING/ LEARN HIP HOP
1 PM- REVIEW MATERIAL
2 PM- FINAL TRYOUTS (INCLUDING INDIVIDUAL INTERVIEWS)
4 PM- TEAM MEETING
5-630 PM- UNIFORM FITTING

The Large PEB gym is located behind Memorial Gym.
Follow the arrow to the Large PEB.

Large PEB Gym:
Enter through glass doors and follow the signs posted. The gym is located upstairs.